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Inevitable Conflicts, avoidable Failures

Preparing for the third 
Generation of Conflict, 
Stabilization, and 
Reconstruction Operations
By JOhaNNa MeNdelSON FOrMaN aNd liOra daNaN

Foreign internal conflicts clearly remain a permanent feature of the u.S. foreign policy landscape, 

especially since the united States regularly participates in efforts to stabilize countries affected by 

conflict and then helps them recover afterwards. Yet u.S. government officials and the american 

public in general have difficulty accepting the inevitability of u.S. involvement in such efforts.

to ensure lasting progress and security in post-conflict situations, the united States must adjust its 

approach from a focus on large military operations to preparing adequately for small-scale, long-term 

interventions. Most u.S. military deployments since the end of the Cold War have been in “small wars” 

or what the Department of Defense once called “military operations other than war.”1 Yet the military 

has usually been more prepared to fight large, technologically advanced wars than smaller contin-

gencies that require greater integration with civilian capacities. as a consequence, each time the u.S. 

military is deployed to a complex–but “small”–emergency, it has had to relearn lessons on the ground 

about the best way to manage these types of contingencies. Civilian participation in stabilization and 

reconstruction efforts is likewise inevitable, but civilian institutions are even less prepared for such 

work than the military. Lessons learned over the last decade are only recently being institutionalized, 

through offices like Department of State’s Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization Operations (CSO) 

and the u.S. agency for International Development’s Office of transition Initiatives (OtI). In part 

this is due to bureaucratic politics. But in large part it is because government officials, Congress, and 
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the american public do not acknowledge that 

the civilian expertise and resources needed to do 

this work is inadequate relative to the demand.

the wars in Iraq and afghanistan have col-

ored perceptions about whether and how the 

united States should operate in conflict and 

post-conflict environments. In many ways, those 

wars were exceptional: the scale of effort, the 

number of troops deployed, the number of u.S. 

casualties, and the amount of money were all 

far higher than any other u.S. intervention since 

the war in Vietnam. Many in Washington have 

concluded that u.S. interventions will not come 

close to that size any time in the near future, and 

so the capabilities developed to participate in 

those conflicts need not be emphasized in future 

strategic decisions.

In other ways, however, those conflicts 

brought to light the key challenges facing the 

united States as it participates in foreign internal 

conflicts at any scale. Problems have included 

civilian-military coordination, international 

civilian coordination, the inability of civilians 

to move freely and interact with populations in 

conflict zones, the inability to measure progress, 

the difficulty of translating tactical and opera-

tional success into strategic success, the desire 

to do for foreign partners what they should be 

doing for themselves, and the tendency to take 

shortcuts. In other words, the pathologies that 

exist in the u.S. response to the smallest con-

flicts were shown in high relief in these large-scale 

conflicts in a way that, in the popular imagina-

tion, has reflected poorly on the institutions and 

individuals involved in conflict, reconstruction, 

and stabilization operations.

there is danger, however, to overstating 

how pervasive these pathologies are. In truth, 

those institutions and individuals had many suc-

cesses and made many improvements within 

afghanistan and Iraq and in smaller, less-visible 

conflicts outside of those theaters. In afghanistan, 

for example, there has been a 43% reduction of 

enemy attacks over the past year; afghan security 

forces, up 31% from 2010, now lead half of all 

combat operations; and school attendance rates 

for girls have increased 67% since 2001.2 In Iraq, 

there has been progress in transforming the secu-

rity sector, and the decline in attacks on civilians 

has been noted by the united Nations report 

on the country situation. Long-term stability, of 

course, will depend on the government’s ability 

to ensure that these new forces remain part of 

the governance solution, and not an obstacle to 

development.3

Still, after nearly two decades of experience 

in stabilization operations, civilian and military 

planners continue to face critical questions. are 

lessons focused on more efficient engagement? 

How can incentives be altered so that the united 

States is prepared for ongoing small-scale crises 

so that they do not explode into larger, more 

complex operations that require far more costly 

military engagement?

this paper highlights the history of u.S. 

involvement in these activities, the risks of 

not being sufficiently prepared, and the basic 

requirements for effective engagement. the first 

two sections of this report briefly review the first 

two generations of u.S. engagement in what 

was then called “post-conflict reconstruction” 

and later termed “stabilization and reconstruc-

tion.” the first generation, from the end of the 

Cold War to the terrorist attacks of September 

11, 2001, was characterized by strong interplay 

the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have colored 
perceptions about whether and how the United 

States should operate in conflict and post-
conflict environments
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between the united States and multilateral orga-

nizations in coordinating to help countries in 

conflict. the second generation, from 9/11 to the 

end of the “surges” in Iraq and afghanistan, was 

influenced by the Post-Conflict Reconstruction 

Commission’s work on the essential tasks needed 

for reconstruction and, later, by new doctrine for 

counterinsurgency.

after combat operations in Iraq and the end 

of the “surge” in afghanistan, we have entered a 

third generation in which skepticism about the 

value of and capabilities for doing this work is 

on the upswing. after a decade of conflict, the 

public is tired and resources are declining. the 

report’s third section, therefore, considers the cur-

rent state of the field in light of the political and 

economic mood of the united States today. the 

conclusion section provides broad recommen-

dations based on the lessons of the past decade.4

The First Generation: 1989–2001

By the end of the Cold War, the united States 

had been involved in a significant number of 

military interventions. a tremendous amount 

of military activities and civilian efforts were 

allocated to “catching up” with the frequency of 

these interventions. During this time frame, the 

united States was engaged in a rapid-fire series of 

events, including the unraveling of Somalia in the 

early 1990s, the overthrow of a democratically 

elected government in Haiti, a full-fledged hot 

war in the Balkans, and genocide in Rwanda. 

the interventions were first characterized as 

humanitarian ones that were authorized by the 

uN Security Council, where the united States 

provided military and civilian support to multi-

lateral operations. the united States was engaged 

in some overseas operations, then referred to as 

humanitarian interventions, almost every other 

year during this decade; lessons learned from 

one conflict or crisis were rarely applied to the 

next. From Central america to the Balkans, the 

common thread was that eventual peace agree-

ments provided a roadmap for reconstruction. 

this first generation post-conflict reconstruction 

efforts were also models of partnerships among 

the united States, the united Nations, and other 

international donors, including for reconstruc-

tion operations on the ground.

During the 1990s, Western donors began a 

convening process to review the types of chal-

lenges that arose from conflicts in weak and 

fragile states. International development agen-

cies started to focus their attention on how to 

work in countries where violence threatened to 

destabilize the status quo. Loss of Soviet support 

led to the implosion of many african countries 

that had served as Cold War proxies, with deeper 

implications for foreign assistance. In Central 

america, the wars that had plagued el Salvador, 

Guatemala, and Nicaragua were ending due to 

the discontinuation of Soviet resources to insur-

gencies. eastern europe’s demise also left a fund-

ing vacuum, but more importantly, an apparent 

need to help demobilize militaries, reform the 

security sector, and integrate former Soviet satel-

lite states into the mainstream of Western europe. 

early humanitarian interventions raised further 

questions about how to sustain a more stable 

environment after the initial crisis was subdued. 

elections were often used as an exit strategy for 

military operations, and donors interpreted them 

as signaling the end of post-conflict efforts.

the World Bank created a Post-Conflict unit 

to support both research and short-term funding 

to help countries overwhelmed by new forms of 

instability in the absence of former hegemons. 

elections were often used as an exit strategy for 
military operations
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the unit sponsored ground-breaking research by 

analysts including Paul Collier who created new 

paradigms for understanding conflict drivers and 

indicators for potential conflict, which captured 

the thinking of governments seeking solutions 

to the challenges of stabilization and rebuilding. 

Collier’s research also found that more than half 

of the conflicts returned to active fighting within 

five years, despite reconstruction efforts.5

the u.S. government was especially inter-

ested in finding a way forward in managing the 

threat of weak states in a world that had over-

night been transformed from a bipolar political 

environment to one where the united States was 

the dominant global actor. u.S. government offi-

cials began to explore what it would take to equip 

all relevant government agencies–civilian and 

military alike–with the necessary tools to trans-

form a society from war to peace, from chaos to 

a capable state. During this period there was a 

hope that working with the prevention concept 

would help the international community to iden-

tify the necessary tools to avoid fighting. this 

rethinking of conflict in the post–Cold War era 

resulted in a report of the Carnegie Commission 

on the Prevention of Deadly Conflict in 1996. 

It opened the way for understanding how the 

united Nations would become a necessary part-

ner with the large Western donor states in bring-

ing together the operational tools to prevent war.

In the development arena, the u.S. agency 

for International Development (uSaID) was also 

caught up in the challenge of how to provide 

humanitarian assistance in countries emerging 

from conflict that would be quick, effective, 

and targeted for immediate political needs. 

Ordinary tools that uSaID had for putting in 

place programs to support development were 

considered too long term to help places that were 

coming apart. In 1993, the creation of the Office 

of transition Initiatives (OtI) in the Bureau 

for Humanitarian Response (now the Bureau 

for Democracy, Conflict, and Humanitarian 

assistance, or DCHa) marked a departure from 

conventional approaches to development. OtI’s 

mission was to integrate the immediate needs 

for political transformation with the tools of 

development to produce tangible results. the 

office helped to quickly develop programs and 

disburse resources in places in transition. OtI’s 

ability to integrate its rapid-response model into 

the mainstream of development programming, 

however, remained an ongoing challenge in an 

agency whose culture was more accustomed to 

working on long-range development.

throughout the first generation, approaches 

to societies emerging from conflict were more 

of a tactical exercise than the result of any stra-

tegic thinking about the field. In spite of some 

important efforts in the Balkans, Kosovo, east 

timor, Haiti, Guatemala, el Salvador, Liberia, 

Sierra Leone, Rwanda, and Burundi, the tendency 

of the u.S. government was to throw resources at 

a problem rather than create a government-wide 

strategy to address specific needs. this began 

to change in the Bill Clinton administration 

with the publication of Presidential Decision 

Directive 56 (PDD-56), which attempted to cod-

ify an interagency framework for coordinating 

Two UN Police Officers of the United Nations 
Stabilization Mission in haiti (MiNUSTah) assist 
National Police Officers at a checkpoint.
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the u.S. response to post-conflict emergencies.6 

the immediate result of this effort was a better 

operational program in the case of Kosovo. On 

the military side, the increased mission focus on 

reconstruction projects was creating tension in 

an institution that was moving away from the 

traditional war-fighting role towards a broader 

integration of stabilization projects. this change 

was not at first embraced by our soldiers. the 

so-called military operations other than war 

became a transformative effort for the u.S. mil-

itary as the evolving nature of warfare led to a 

growing role for military support in such activi-

ties as community development, elections, and 

police training. this tension would become quite 

clear after the invasion of Iraq in 2003.

The Second Generation: 2001–2011

In 2001, the Center of Strategic and International 

Studies (CSIS) and the association of the u.S. 

army began a project to explore a new frame-

work for post-conflict reconstruction that 

built on the interagency focus of PDD-56. the 

goal was to layout a set of recommendations 

based on lessons from the first generation of 

rebuilding. the Commission on Post-Conflict 

Reconstruction included important leaders in the 

field from Congress, nongovernmental organiza-

tions (NGOs), scholars, and other international 

agencies. Based on lessons from first-generation 

efforts in this field, the project team formulated 

specific recommendations for the field, including 

a reconstruction task framework based around 

four pillars: security, justice and human rights, 

socioeconomic well-being, and governance. 

Project leaders recognized how difficult it was to 

implement the framework due to the dispersion 

of u.S. capabilities across so many government 

agencies, both military and civilian. the CSIS 

project research sought to inform a new policy 

directive that the recently elected administration 

of George W. Bush had promised to put in place 

on reconstruction. But the timing of the work 

coincided with the wars in Iraq and afghanistan 

and the beginning of a new phase in u.S. 

nation-building efforts.7

the 9/11 attacks on the united States trans-

formed the u.S. approach to dealing with fragile 

states. In afghanistan, government institutions 

had been greatly damaged by decades of conflict. 

the taliban had taken control of the country, 

allowing al Qaeda forces to grow and Osama bin 

Laden to plan the 2001 attacks.

at the outset of hostilities, it was apparent 

that civilian agencies of government were ill-pre-

pared to manage reconstruction work in a con-

flict-affected environment. In 2002, as the united 

States prepared for an invasion of Iraq, and with a 

war ongoing in afghanistan, the Pentagon argued 

that in the absence of an agreed-upon frame-

work for nation building, it should become the 

u.S. government’s focal point for reconstruction 

activities. By January 2003, President Bush issued 

National Security Directive 24, formally giving 

DoD primacy in the post-invasion effort in Iraq.8 

this directive granted the department authority 

to assert leadership in planning of operations, 

in spite of misgivings that Secretary of Defense 

Donald Rumsfeld had expressed about nation 

building. While there were important bureau-

cratic reasons that DoD wanted the upper hand 

in planning, the department in practice was at a 

disadvantage. It lacked the institutional knowl-

edge and capacity to perform many of the essen-

tial tasks in any reconstruction program; had no 

it was apparent that civilian agencies of 
government were ill-prepared to manage 
reconstruction work in a conflict-affected 
environment
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experience helping build local government; did 

not have good relationships with either interna-

tional or local NGOs, except in terms of human-

itarian assistance; and lacked a coordinating 

mechanism for actions with the united Nations 

and international financial institutions. While 

DoD sought an advantage in communication 

and messaging, it was not very successful in com-

peting for Iraqi hearts and minds.

In 2005, the transfer of authority from 

the Department of State to the Department of 

Defense for the management of reconstruction 

efforts was completed when Defense Directive 

3000.05 was issued.9 this policy committed the 

Pentagon to develop robust stability operations 

doctrine, resources, and capacities and defined 

stability operations in terms of military and civil-

ian activities. While a civilian coordinator for 

reconstruction and stabilization (S/CRS) had 

already been created at the State Department a 

year earlier, in 2004, it was not until 2008 that 

S/CRS actually engaged in supporting stability 

operations in Iraq and afghanistan.

the u.S. approach to stabilization and 

reconstruction efforts in Iraq and afghanistan 

was at that point firmly established as a military 

mission. the Pentagon had significant resources 

for reconstruction activities, but it was also appar-

ent that there would be no short-term fix for sta-

bilizing governance in either Iraq or afghanistan. 

this worried military officials who saw their mis-

sion as a short-term project.

at the same time that the united States was 

engaged in Iraq and afghanistan, other countries 

were also destabilizing. these situations were 

being managed by the united Nations, which 

was conducting its own stabilization operations, 

but simultaneously undertaking its own review of 

how it would continue to work with fragile states 

in a changed political environment. By 2005, the 

High-Level Panel on threats, Challenges, and 

Change came forward with a set of recommen-

dations that included creating a Peacebuilding 

Commission among a group of states to support 

the ongoing needs of fragile states after the imme-

diate security and humanitarian needs had been 

met. It identified a need for the united Nations 

to address the prevention of mass atrocities as 

part of its future work. It published its findings 

in a report by the Secretary General of the united 

Nations explaining why new, borderless threats 

were as problematic to security as threats caused 

by rivalries between states.10

the 2008 elections brought a change to u.S. 

policy. the Barack Obama administration, with 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton in the lead, reas-

serted civilian leadership in the area of recon-

struction. With the war in Iraq almost over, and 

the war in afghanistan still unresolved, Clinton 

undertook a whole-of-government review of how 

the u.S. government could improve stabilization 

and reconstruction operations, arguing that a 

diplomacy, development, and defense (or 3-D) 

approach was essential. Clinton, however, noted 

that coordination had still lagged behind, in 

spite of the growing expertise and capacity that 

existed inside the government to respond to the 

rebuilding needs. a Quadrennial Diplomacy and 

Development Review (QDDR), which finally 

appeared in 2010, marked the culmination of 

thinking on the civilian side for how best to pro-

vide policymakers with a means for speaking 

with one voice in managing the reconstruction 

and stabilization agenda.11 this review, however, 

was more a roadmap than an operational frame-

work for civilian leadership.

The Third Generation?

Now, with u.S. troops withdrawn from Iraq and 

a departure date of 2014 set for afghanistan, u.S. 

conflict and stabilization operations may be enter-

ing a third generation.12 the united States is likely 
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(based on historical experience) to find itself 

involved in a foreign internal conflict at some 

point in the near future, and when it does, that 

involvement will likely trigger a renewed desire to 

learn and institutionalize the lessons of the past. 

at the moment, however, this third generation is 

marked mainly by skepticism including by mem-

bers of Congress, who fund these activities, and 

from civilian and military planners, who are still 

unclear whether the metrics to determine success 

have reflected the real situation on the ground.

u.S. and international policies and interven-

tions have certainly evolved with mixed results 

in terms of helping war-torn countries rebuild. 

Much of this work has not been institutionalized, 

and the case has not been made to the american 

public that most u.S. efforts going forward are 

unlikely to follow the afghanistan and Iraq 

model. Nor has the case been successfully made 

that the demand for this kind of work is not likely 

to subside, although the complexity of address-

ing instability in the future will challenge u.S. 

military and civilian capacities. Since 1993, the 

united States has responded in some way to as 

many as 20 foreign internal conflicts, and twice as 

many humanitarian responses, every year.13 the 

u.S. capacity for conflict and stabilization oper-

ations simply cannot meet this level of demand. 

If limits cannot be placed on the frequency of 

intervention, then either the capacity for inter-

vention needs to be increased, or the capacity 

for prevention needs to be increased. as demand 

continues, the united States has shown that is 

not always able to balance this trade-off.

aside from the regional bureaus at the State 

Department, which have overall responsibility for 

u.S. policy in particular countries, and uSaID’s 

Office of transition Initiatives, which was created 

a member of the indian battalion of the United Nations Organization Mission in the democratic of the 
Congo (MONUC)
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specifically to address short-term stabilization 

needs, the key civilian institutions for stabili-

zation and reconstruction are uSaID’s Bureau 

for Democracy, Conflict, and Humanitarian 

assistance (DCHa) and the State Department’s 

new Bureau for Conflict and Stabilization 

Operations (CSO), which has subsumed S/CRS. 

DCHa faces institutional constraints as a result of 

congressional skepticism toward uSaID. CSO is 

a new institution and inherits S/CRS, which was 

barely given a chance to succeed, limited both 

by the regional bureaus and available resources.

Outside of the united States, many other 

bilateral and multilateral institutions are involved 

in this work. u.S. agencies have not always suc-

ceeded in coordinating with them at the strate-

gic level or in the field. But given the declining 

resources any individual country is willing to 

contribute to these efforts, burden sharing in 

the future will be essential in many parts of the 

world. the united Nations has acquired enor-

mous experience in this work in the past decades. 

the Peace Support Office in the Secretariat has 

been an added complement to the Peacebuilding 

Commission, functioning as a coordination arm 

that integrates the operational components of 

peacebuilding with the planning and strategies 

needed for uN agency field activities. But indi-

vidual states have at times relied on the united 

Nations to take on missions they themselves have 

wanted to avoid, and uN capacity is limited as 

well. Opportunities exist not only to improve 

coordination with these traditional partners, but 

also to increase engagement with regional orga-

nizations such as the economic Community of 

West african States (eCOWaS) and the african 

union; with developing countries who are 

increasingly organizing themselves through 

afghan girls pose for a photo in their school classroom during a humanitarian aid supply operation conducted 
by afghan soldiers with the 9th Commando Kandak and coalition special operation forces in Nizam-e Shahid 
district, herat province, afghanistan, Nov. 25, 2011.
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mechanisms such as the G7+ group of fragile 

states; and with emerging powers such as Brazil, 

turkey, and China, who have demonstrated a 

willingness to participate in these efforts–but 

who sometimes have global objectives related 

to conflict-affected states that do not align with 

u.S. interests.14

aside from questions about when to inter-

vene and possible partners for cooperation, 

experts and practitioners have identified many 

remaining opportunities for how to improve 

engagement in conflict and stabilization opera-

tions. there is a growing recognition of the need 

to move from a sole emphasis on state building 

and institution building toward a more pragmatic 

engagement with de facto authority structures, 

including non-state actors and hybrid political 

institutions on the ground. this is particularly 

relevant in conflict-affected countries, where sig-

nificant territory is often controlled by a non-

state actor or a rogue government official. Local 

and local-national politics in violent and con-

flict-affected countries, however, are notoriously 

difficult for outsiders to understand. these types 

of situations do not lend themselves to military 

solutions, but require a greater need for police, 

improved local institutions that manage justice 

and community-based development opportuni-

ties that address fundamental structural needs.

Because civilian development budgets are 

being reduced, there is also an immediate need 

to identify strategies and approaches that can do 

more with less. experts participating in the CSIS 

workshops suggested improved engagement with 

veterans returning from afghanistan and Iraq; 

increased participation of private-sector actors; 

and better utilization of experts in local envi-

ronments. and almost all experts cite the need 

for improved interagency coordination in this 

work. Over the last decade, new security assis-

tance authorities and programs have been created 

under authorities of the Department of Defense 

rather than the Department of State, and this 

“has altered the relationship between the two 

departments with respect to design, implemen-

tation, and direction of u.S. security assistance 

programming.”15 Clearly, new tools are needed to 

manage the structural issues that affect instability 

in the countries in question, and those tools that 

already exist must be fully employed in a way that 

supports the development of weak states.

recommendations for the 
Next Generation:

as this brief review demonstrates, the demand 

for conflict and stabilization operations is likely 

to remain a constant for the foreseeable future. 

the transnational nature of many threats to peace 

and stability will continue to increase the com-

plexity of these operations, and the united States 

will need to understand the conditions under 

which intervention can be successful. Whether to 

prevent conflicts or to respond to them, there will 

need to be a more integrated approach to security 

and development that includes both civilian and 

military actors. addressing crises in an ad hoc 

manner all but guarantees that interventions, 

whether preventative or reactive, will be more 

expensive in lives and dollars than they need to 

be. Six recommendations for building upon our 

knowledge and our current capacity suggest a 

way forward.

1: Design planning processes around a set of objec-

tives that are commensurate with existing capabili-

ties and resources. Realistic expectations are essen-

tial for the future of conflict and stabilization 

there will need to be a more integrated approach 
to security and development that includes both 
civilian and military actors
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operations. Being honest up front about what 

u.S. institutions are capable of achieving and 

what recipient-country institutions are capable 

of absorbing is necessary to avoid raising expec-

tations that cannot be met. Realistic planning 

will improve the likelihood that objectives are 

met and that Congress, in turn, will approve 

resources for future operations. Planning for 

the “army we have” (as it were) rather than the 

“army we wish we had” is critical for success. 

the u.S. government should also fulfill the 

vision articulated in the QDDR–to ensure that 

civilian capacity for this type of complex work is 

developed in a way that supports local country 

needs. this means building up a strong civilian 

force from government and the private sector 

that can be rapidly deployed to help sustain 

security gains. Planning based not mainly on 

a country’s supposed needs, but on an under-

standing of that country’s capacity to absorb 

the assistance, is equally critical. Real success is 

likely to come in avoiding catastrophes rather 

than creating great societies.

2: Create a plan to build institutional capabilities 

for prevention and reconstruction. If the short-term 

focus is on planning around what is achievable, 

the long-term focus should be on building u.S. 

institutions with the capacity for preventing con-

flict, which would reduce the likelihood of future 

interventions. But success at reconstruction will 

be determined not only by what the united States 

can contribute to the immediate needs, but also 

by the on-the-ground capacity it leaves behind 

for rebuilding. State-level institutional reforms 

are important but insufficient. State building has 

focused too much on capacity and not enough 

on stability and local legitimacy. the countries in 

which the united States is operating face serious 

sovereignty concerns in a way that was not the case 

two decades ago. the united States must engage 

fragile states carefully, supporting actors that are 

agents of change instead of trying to be the central 

agent of change. Serious progress must be made 

in engaging legitimate local ownership. It is also 

important to expand the base of partners on the 

ground to include more local talent. Local leaders 

not only have better knowledge of the environ-

ment, the stakes of mission success are also higher 

for them.

3: Engage emerging global powers on reconstruc-

tion and stabilization. Several emerging powers, 

including Brazil, turkey, India, and China, have 

already expanded their investments in coun-

tries emerging from conflict. their approach to 

assisting countries in transition may not always 

coincide with that of the united States, but these 

rising powers can help support and sustain gains 

that were made through their own resources and 

knowledge of different regions. For example, 

India and turkey can provide valuable devel-

opment options for helping to prevent places 

like afghanistan from falling back into conflict. 

Similarly, Brazil has been an invaluable partner 

in helping to train police and provide security 

in countries such as Haiti. Its use of trilateral 

cooperation projects has helped leverage its 

limited resources with u.S. programs in many 

parts of africa. China has also been using its 

own resources to promote economic develop-

ment in many unstable regions of africa, while 

also sending peacekeepers and police to uN 

missions. While u.S. leadership is still highly 

valued, burden sharing can mean more effective 

engagements.

4: Make the private sector a partner from the 

outset to promote a more sustainable future.the 

40 poorest countries are also the most resource 

rich. Yet u.S. use of loan guarantees through 

the Overseas Private Investment Corporation 
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the presence of the private sector in the early 
phases of reconstruction planning is now a given

(OPIC), or the way treasury Department offi-

cials help promote credible financial systems, 

have often exacerbated the economic challenges 

these countries face. there is a growing recog-

nition that the united States needs to look to 

partnerships with the private sector in countries 

that are fragile, but that could potentially emerge 

as viable nations if technical assistance were 

coupled with strong incentives for investment. 

It has taken far too long for this awareness to 

enter into the planning of many reconstruction 

efforts, but the presence of the private sector 

in the early phases of reconstruction planning 

is now a given. a better understanding of the 

private-sector role remains to be developed.16

Greater focus on local capacity for entrepre-

neurial endeavors has also led many donors to 

consider working not only with micro-lending in 

post-conflict environments, but also in fostering 

small and medium enterprises (SMes) as a means 

of providing jobs and sustainable economic 

growth.17 the use of new resources to help local 

businesses rather than international contractors 

would be an enormous and constructive change 

in many weak and fragile countries. the private 

sector can lead not only with resources, but also 

in respect for rule of law and good governance. 

the challenge will be for donors to help balance 

the needs of local investors with the ongoing 

requirements for security that enable commerce 

and industry to flourish.

5: Improve civilian-military cooperation to respond 

to complex operations that arise not only from 

traditional conflicts but from crime and violence 

as well. urban conflict arising from transna-

tional criminal activity accounts for 88% of the 

lethal violence that countries experience today.18 

Whether it is the gangs of Central america and 

Mexico, or the favelas (slums) of Rio, or the vio-

lence associated with trafficking of drugs and 

people, these types of problems require improved 

internal security forces–especially policing skills 

and stronger connections with economic devel-

opment programs that address job creation and 

access to education. New types of instability 

demand a rethinking of how best to prevent 

conflict through structural changes in the econ-

omy and in governance. Lessons learned about 

rebuilding after war may also help bring local 

expertise and local voices into the process. each 

new problem demands country-specific solu-

tions, and u.S. government officials will need to 

work effectively with local actors, other donor 

partners, and international organizations.

6: Operationalize the lessons from Busan and the 

World Development Report. In 2011, the Busan 

Conference on aid effectiveness, held in South 

Korea, produced a “New Deal for Fragile States.” 

this initiative, led by 19 of the 40 states catego-

rized as fragile, recommends that institutions such 

as the World Bank acknowledge that the devel-

opment of these countries is a critical means for 

preventing them from falling back into conflict 

and chaos. the New Deal endorses a common fra-

gility assessment in affected countries; assistance 

strategies that are locally designed and led; mutual 

accountability between aid donors and recipients; 

transparent revenue management by fragile states; 

and multi-stakeholder dialogue on development 

priorities in fragile states. It also recognizes the 

growing voice of the G7+ country ministers, who 

are now asserting their own demands for develop-

ment assistance that addresses the specific needs 

of these poor countries, rather than allowing assis-

tance to be imposed from the outside without 

adequate regard to individual country needs.19
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the 2011 World Development Report, in con-

sidering the particular challenges of development 

in fragile and conflict-affected states, concludes 

that development actors must mobilize around 

a coherent, inclusive plan, rather than focus on 

various parts of the technical institutional reform 

process. It will be important to invest in citizen 

security, justice, and jobs, and to address issues 

such as crime reduction or civilian protection, 

rather than only emphasizing issues that are seen 

as directly affecting u.S. national security, like 

counternarcotics or counterterrorism.20

these efforts are not the final word on con-

flict, stabilization, and reconstruction operations, 

but they are useful for providing two import-

ant focal points for efforts to improve practice. 

the challenge for the united States and other 

international donors will be to translate their 

lessons into operational capabilities. the united 

Kingdom, France, Canada, and other donors, for 

example, have been working together to opera-

tionalize the World Development Report, and 

moves such as this should be encouraged among 

other donors as well.

Conclusion

Since the end of the Cold War, it has become 

increasingly clear that nation building imposed 

from the outside is unlikely to create the social 

capital on the ground necessary for stable insti-

tutions. Local leadership, coupled with citizen 

engagement, has proven the only way to ensure 

that international investment in stability and 

reconstruction helps to catalyze sustainable 

change. Security provision alone is insufficient 

for rebuilding–the private sector, religious 

United Nations police guard the main gate at a medical site in Port-au-Prince, haiti, during Continuing 
Promise, august 21, 2011. 
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networks, women’s groups, and the international 

community must all be engaged in creating the 

foundations for long-term stability. u.S. leader-

ship will continue to be required in the future, 

particularly when weak and fragile states pose 

risks to u.S. security. But the future of u.S. efforts 

in this field may well be focused on address-

ing new forms of violence, not from wars, but 

from criminal elements and transnational actors 

who count on the weakness of states to impose 

their will on the most vulnerable of citizens in 

some of the world’s poorest places. the recently 

created interagency atrocities Prevention Board 

recognizes the u.S. obligation to prevent nations 

from committing mass atrocities against their 

own citizens.21 Civilian and military agencies 

will need to develop new tools to address vio-

lence and hopefully prevent it. Continued devel-

opment of u.S. institutional frameworks, and 

prioritization of international coordination in 

these efforts, will make possible successful future 

engagements. 
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